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OPINION

6th April - 12th April 2018

North Cyprus Scene newspaper is not the real CyprusScene.com
By Chris Elliott....
We have been publishing our
online FREE weekly Enewspaper
for the past 18 weeks during which
we have seen the readership and
subscriber list growing week on
week.
As many readers know the
CyprusScene website has been
publishing mainly news and
reviews of North Cyprus for the
past 6 years and our previous
experiences as contributors to the
long gone Cyprus Star and Cyprus
Observer newspapers brought us
many skills which have helped us
when publishing on the internet.

For our part it was a great
disappointment but you cannot
keep a good man (and woman)
down and it was onwards and
upwards and we have now learned
to create a highly successful online
Enewspaper having mastered the
art of pagemaking and this is
published and distributed Free,
every Friday evening to an
increasing readership.
We are proud to have maintained
our view that our Enewspaper
should be different and focuses on
the local communities and perhaps
because of this the news and
reviews being sent to us by
contributors continues to grow.

conventional newspaper and it is
online as an Enewspaper but a biproduct of our weekly output is we
have a publishing file that could be
sent to a printing house and if we
wished we could start supplying a
conventional newspaper on a
Saturday as well.
Will we?
We will just have to wait and see
where our upward journey of
discovery and success takes us
next and we leave you here
reading our website pages and also
our last Enewspaper wondering
what will come next?
Do enjoy!

From time to time we meet people
and they say, Wow are you
CyprusScene, because I have seen
your newspaper to which we have
to gently tell them that it is not
ours. With our background, skills
and flow of news we were
instrumental in the creation of a
Cyprus Scene newspaper which
was published by a local
businessman but after a short
period with problems between us
that were not resolved, we stepped
away and the newspaper was
renamed North Cyprus Scene and
continues to this day and we now
have no association with it.

So
there
we
have
CyprusScene.com is not a

it
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NORTH CYPRUS CHEMIST ROTA
7th April – Saturday
Tören Eczanesi, Zıya Rızkı Cad. Yusuf Zıya Apt, Gırne. Tel: 815 8979
Mehmet Kamiloğlu Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağalay Cad 41 C Gırne.
Tel: 815 2150
8th April – Sunday
Rizki 11 Eczanesi, Mülk Plaza No 11 Çatalköy. Tel: 824 5606
Nürçag Eczanesi, Şht Dursun Özsaraç Sokak No 6/2 Gırne.
Tel: 815 1025
9th April – Monday
Aşar Eczanesi, Mustafa Çağatay Cad, Girne. Tel: 815 7075
Emin Eczanesi, (opp. Mardo) Alsancak. Tel: 0533 870 1946
10th April – Tuesday
Selvin Çağay Eczanesi, Ecevit Cad No 68 /b Girne. Tel: 815 2025
Kandil Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu Cad E 48. Tel: 822 3842

11th April – Wednesday
Başak Eczanesi, Ziya Rizkı Cad No 31. Tel: 815 3620
Karpuzolu Eczanesi, Uğur Miroğlu Cad. Karakum. Tel: 816 1230
12th April – Thursday
Güven Eczanesi, Salıh Mıroğlu Cad. Ersoy Apt . Gırne. Tel: 815 2409
Bariş Eczanesi, Ibrahım Nıdal Cad No 55 Lapta. Tel: 821 8410
13th April – Friday
Sertaç Eczanesi, Kurtuluş Cad Yılmaz Samı Apt. Girne. Tel: 815 9067
Aşar Karaoğlanoğlu Eczanesi, Karaoğlanoğlu. Zıraat Bankası.
Tel: 822 3885
14th April – Saturday
Rizki Eczanesi, Nacı Talat Cad No 3. Tel: 815 3496
Yusuf Tandoğan Girne Eczanesi, Beşparmaklar Cad. Girne.
Tel: 0548 865 3434

Duty Chemists for the
Girne - Alsancak - Lapta areas

10 day weather forecast for Kyrenia (as at 6/4/2018)
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Minister Özersay met with Speaker of TRNC Assembly
further discussions with overseas
officials.

Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Foreign Affairs Kudret
Özersay has met with Speaker of
the TRNC Assembly, Teberrüken
Uluçay,
and
members
of
parliament representing the TRNC
at the Council of Europe’s
Parliamentary Assembly and the
European Parliament.

common goal is to protect the rights
and benefits of our country and our
people.”

“We believe that it will be possible
for us to continue our visits and to
have more productive exchanges
overseas as a result of these
discussions” said Uluçay.

CTP deputies Fikri Toros and
Armağan Candan, UBP deputies
Hamza Ersan Saner and Oğuzhan
Hasipoğlu, People’s Party deputy
Erek Çağatay and Private Secretary
Minister Özersay said; “We are of the Republican Assembly Çağlar
doing what needed to be done. We Gulamkadir
accompanied
the
are consulting with the MPs from Speaker
of
the
Assembly
our Assembly, even if their political Teberrüken Uluçay during the visit.
views are different from each other,
and we are informing them about
our foreign policy. We are always
ready to share information and to
discuss issues related to our foreign
policy. We can do much more
coordinated work on these issues,
and increase our chance of being
effective and conclusive in terms of
international policy. In short, we
have made a good start, and we
believe this work will continue. Our

During the visit, Minister Özersay
shared his remarks and evaluations
with the delegation, speaking on
foreign policy,
the Cyprus
problem, the hydrocarbon issue
and other related issues.
In a statement following the talks,
Speaker
of
the
Assembly
Teberrüken Uluçay said that the
meeting had been fruitful on the
main issues of foreign policy and
evaluations of their stance on
different issues. He added that
they are now more prepared for

Deputy Prime Minister and Foreign
Minister Kudret Özersay was
accompanied by Undersecretary of
the Ministry, Mustafa Lakadamyalı,
General Director Kemal Köprülü,
Consultancy and Political Affairs
Director Güneş Onar, Political
Affairs Director Gizem Alpman and
the
Director-Representative
Responsible for EU relations Beniz
Kaymak.

Hestourex World Health Exhibition
The TRNC Ministry of Tourism
and Environment is to attend the
Hestourex World Health, Sport and
Alternative Tourism Congress and
Exhibition.

The exhibition is due to be held in
Antalya, Turkey between the 5-8th
April, and the attending delegation
will be composed of 23 persons.

Representatives from the Ministry
of Tourism and Environment,
KITOB, KITSAB, the Health
Tourism
Council, the Selfemployed Physicians Union, the
Air Sports Federation, other sports
federations,
and
union
representatives will attend the fair.

and alternative forms of tourism
could make tourism a year-round
business in the TRNC.

The event will start today (5th
April) under the auspices of the
Presidency of Turkey at the
ANFAŞ Fair Centre, and continue
until Sunday 8th April.

He added that preparations for the
fair have been thorough, and will
include active presentations at the
TRNC stand twice a day to
showcase the country’s wide
offering for tourists.

In his statement on the Congress &
Exhibition, Minister of Tourism
and Environment Fikri Ataoğlu
said that developing health, sport

Ataoğlu said that the TRNC has
been working closely with Turkey
to increase the TRNC income from
tourism.

Source:
TRNC
Information Office

Public
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President Akinci: A new Cyprus for next generation
President Mustafa Akıncı said that
“We can find ways to share the
wealth both on this island and in
the seas surrounding the island in a
fair way, and we can create a new
Cyprus for the next generation,
with peace and stability.”
President Akıncı emphasized the
importance
of
multicultural
democratic systems for mutual
respect and equality.
Yesterday
was
the
63rd
anniversary of the establishment of
the Greek Cypriot terrorist
organization EOKA, which aimed
to annex Cyprus to Greece.

President Mustafa Akıncı touched
upon the establishment of EOKA
during a speech he delivered at an
event in Iskele. Stating that 1st of
April evoked something within
the Turkish Cypriots, Akıncı said,
“1st April 1955 was a date when
the EOKA bombs exploded in 16
different areas.” President Akıncı
also stressed that the period of
imposition and domination of one
culture in a single geography
remained in the past.

wealth of this island and its
surrounding seas and can create a
new future for the
next
generations. The Greek Cypriot
side needs to change its mindset
and understand that there is

another society, which is equal to
them, and to accept sharing the
governance of the island on equal
conditions. It is never too late, but
the consequences will be harder
when it is late,” Akıncı said.

“These lands are enough for all of
us. We can live with peace and
stability on the Island of Cyprus.
We can find ways to share the

Turkish PM Yildirim: do not chase pipe dreams in Cyprus
Speaking at an event, Turkish
Prime Minister Yıldırım cautioned
not to “chase pipe dreams in
Cyprus.

Yıldırım emphasized that Turkey
would not tolerate Turkey’s
sovereignty being violated on the
Eastern Mediterranean and Aegean
Sea.

The history books have written the
consequences of those who chased
pipe dreams about the Aegean and
Cyprus.”

KAR Rescue Centre in lockdown due to Distemper outbreak
Kyrenia Animal Rescue ...
We never know what is going to
come through our door (or fence or
our office) and we are used to
dealing with all manner of sad little
(and not so little) souls.
Our incoming rescues rarely come
with medical notes or background
info. But one recent abandoned
litter has left behind a wake of
horror, fear and destruction.
DISTEMPER.
Staff arrived one morning to find a
litter of pups abandoned up at the

centre. They were automatically
health checked and put into a
quarantined area. It was not long
before staff noticed that one puppy
was snuffling and coughing. He
was monitored carefully and the
next day he had a fever and so was
taken to a local vet. Distemper is
not the first usual illness that vets
here check for - there are many
other illnesses here that can initially
have the same symptoms - and the
puppy was treated for other
illnesses. His condition, at the
Centre, further deteriorated over a
period of time and the vet advice

was sought. At that point, it came
to light that there had been a
recent case of a dog with
Distemper in the Girne area. So
the puppy was tested and the result
was positive. The puppy was put
to sleep and staff were advised to
keep a close eye on the siblings. It
was not long before they too
became ill - Distemper. The whole
litter sadly was euthanized. That
was the end of the problem so
KAR and the vet thought.

NOT SO ...
To read more click on the link
below:

https://cyprusscene.com/2018/04/06/kyrenia-animal-rescue-centre-in-lockdown-due-to-distemper-outbreak/

CyprusScene.com
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Shakespeare House, Nicosia, Military Band Concert 2018
Jonny Kay .....
Readers mail .....
The Shakespeare House Military Band
Concert has been in operation now
since 2002. During this time the event
has raised over 100,000 Euros for our
chosen Charity - The Army Benevolent
Fund (The Soldiers Charity).
This year's Concert on Tuesday 8th
May 2018 is being held once again
(with the kind permission of His
Excellency
The
British
High
Commissioner) at Shakespeare House
in Nicosia. The band will be the Band
of the Queens Division.
Attendance is strictly by INVITATION
ONLY!! Tables are normally of 10
people but 12 at a push, 13 is NOT an
option. We currently have a SMALL
number of tables available for this
auspicious occasion and would like to
hear from anyone who would like to
book a table - first come first served
basis. Price is 15 Euros Per Person.
Food and drink is not provided and it is
for the guests to bring their picnic with
them.
The evening begins about 1700 hrs
where invited guests are welcomed into
Shakespeare House. They will then eat

and drink the food they have
provided.
Guests are invited to
"Enter into the spirit of the night" and
"Theme" their tables.
Outline of the evenings events.....
•
1700– Gates Open - Guests are
led to their reserved tables and
consume their food and drink.
•
1830 – 1900– Judging of best
decorated table.
•
1930 – 2030 – Concert - First
half.
•
2030 – 2050– Interval. Guests
may wish to consume their dessert
during this time. During the interval
the result of the table competition
will be announced.
•
Now is the time to fill in your
table envelopes if you wish to enter
the prize draw – details of the prizes
will be on your table.
•
2055 – 2135- Concert – Second
half.
•
2135 - 2140– The draw for the
prizes will take place.
•
2140 – 2200– Concert - Finale
- The traditional roof raising numbers
from the Last Night of the Proms
when we will be invited to join in and
considerable noise will be welcomed
– bring your own flags.

•
2200 – 2300- The gardens will
remain open for those still young at
heart.
We normally have between 350 - 400
persons attending the evening
- mainly the British Expat community
from both North AND South Cyprus.
In attendance will be The British
High Commissioner - His Excellency
Mr Stephen Lillie and members of
the British High Commission.
We also have attending members of
HQ British Forces UN and other
Nationalities serving with the UN in
Cyprus - members of the UN Civilian
Police Force and senior members of
the British Forces Cyprus.

Shakespeare House is the British
High Commissioner's old residence
and is situated on the North side of
Nicosia. Hence persons travelling
from The South will require passports
and Car Insurance for the TRNC.
I am also looking for person(s) who
would be so kind as to sponsor the
evening or simply donate a raffle
prize for our prize draw.
Jonny Kay - Event Organiser.
Email : jonnykayuk@hotmail.com

Yellow shirt day and cycling for cancer
Diana Loftus ....
Readers mail ....
Hi Chris, our friend Al Hingley is
taking on a challenge on Friday 6th
April in memory of his son James
who sadly passed away two years
ago.
They have a "Just giving page" click
below, for people to donate towards
raising money to meet Al's son's
target which he thought he would
meet before he passed away,
unfortunately he didn't.
"On 24/02/16 (2 years ago) we lost
our son James after a three year

Al Hingley cycling in memory of his son
James

battle against cancer age 29, through
these times he was cared for by
doctors and nurses on The Georgina
Unit at Russell's Hall Hospital. I'm
doing this bike ride to help complete a
challenge he started in November
2013 when £2272.70 was raised out
of a target of £5,000, Any money
raised will help other people in the
same position as James and ensure
the level of care is maintained. Bike
riding is a hobby of mine but I have
never done anywhere near 100 km in
one day, so over the next 6 weeks
there will be a lot of training to make
sure the challenge is successful.
Any amount, however little is

https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/alan-hingley

appreciated and thank you for your

support..... Al x"
I am pleased to tell you that Al
achieved his first target today
cycling between the 3 castles and
he hopes that there are readers
who would like to make a
contribution on his Just Giving
page. Many thanks - Diana.

CyprusScene.com
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The CyprusScene.com award to Peri Sualp
By Chris Elliott....
Cyprusscene.com website and our
new CyprusScene.com weekly
Enewspaper have become very
successful but without
the
contributions of some of our
brilliant writers, or those that have
helped us, our popularity would
not have become so widespread.

Peri Sualp

Margaret Sheard and I thought
about this and felt we would like to
show appreciation and give credit
where credit is due and decided
this could be done through the
presentation
of
a
CyprusScene.com award to these
people and also some of those
people who have worked hard to
promote the TRNC.

It is a case of ladies first and a
young one at that when we
visited the home of Peri Sualp a
12 year old pupil at the English
School of Kyrenia and presented
her with our award for writing
many fine articles about a wide
range of subjects.
Just sitting and talking to her,
you realise that she is highly
talented young lady being able to
play the piano, dance and, as
many people know, sing at
international events both here in
North Cyprus and Turkey.
Couple this with her interest in
many aspects of life and her
writing clearly she has a great
future and we wish her every
success.

Ladies preparing for the 1st May Cricket League
Ladies Cricket training continued
last Tuesday 3rd April, with 9
enthusiastic women all having fun
getting fit for when the new league
starts on 1st May.
There are 3 teams who compete in
an informal league of 4-a-side soft
ball cricket. Both the training and

the games are at 4.30pm to 6pm on
Tuesday afternoons at the Pia
Bella Stadium.
Lynn Holman told us, most of the
girls were either completely new
to the game or they have played
for just one season. She says it’s
not about being a brilliant player,

but rather having a run around as a
great way of keeping fit.
Coach Phil Sandford added, to
help the ladies get the most out of
their games, we teach them
batting, bowling and fielding. It’s
rewarding, because they really try
hard to get the idea. Working with
Nigel Holman who coached at
Surrey County Cricket for 20 years
has helped me break the game
down into its basics, which has
been fascinating.
The Creditwest Spring Ladies
Cricket League will see Doğanköy
Dollies attempt to defend their title
against Lapta Lasses and the Girne
Girls. Lapta captain Gina Mapp
says she is determined her team
won’t make the same mistakes as
last time and will lift the trophy
come July.

L to R: Nigel Holman, Lynn Holman, Ann McLoughlin, Linda Hurley,
Julie Birch,Shiroma Pattiyage, Stef Routledge, Sarah Sandford,
Phil Sandford

Whilst Lynn Holman says she’s
confident her Girne side will

improve with the addition of Sri
Lankan Shirona Fernand, the first
lady from the Sub-Continent to
play cricket in the TRNC.
New players are very welcome.No
experience or equipment is
needed.
Please call Lynn on 0542 8893680
or simply come to the 5-a-side
pitches at the back of the Pia Bella
football pitch any Tuesday at
4.30pm.

CyprusScene.com
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April is my month of sickness
manageable, but at the workplace, it
is the worst thing for me to
experience. But there is no way out
for me, particularly due to the
nature of my work, I cannot afford
to stay at home in April.

feel. In other sectors of my life, I do
not get depressed so easily, and my
April is the month of sickness for friends do know me as a positive
me as I do not remember any April and optimistic person, which I am.
when I did not get sick.
But this is my annual April sickness
I am sure it's not just me alone who that is one exception. I had been
considers this month as the month through serious sicknesses in my
of sickness. Frequently I see people life, but I never lost my optimistic
sneezing, coughing and getting flu spirit, but I simply cannot stand this
in this season. But it is something sneezing, coughing, flu and cold. I
have an inbuilt system that when I
different when I get sick.
start sneezing it does not stop after
When I get sick, I always feel as if the first. Sometimes it is four
it's the last sickness of my life. One sometimes six sometimes seven
may
misunderstand
by
this
statement, so I must clarify. When I One can very well understand, that
get sick, I always feel that this is the with the nose running, eyes
end of my life, and I would not get watering, and whole body in pain,
healthy again. This is an extremely how do I feel when sneezing
repeatedly. At home it is rather
depressive feeling but this is how I
By Ahmet Abdulaziz ....

Interestingly, I can very well
understand the undisclosed feeling
of the person on the other end of the
phone line, when I start sneezing
repeatedly while on phone.
Sometimes I try to visualise the
feelings or reaction of the person on
the other end of the phone, by
putting myself in his place. I must
say that I laugh at myself, while
even thinking about his feelings and
reactions. But that's not all. I simply
cannot understand why the person

on the other end of the line does not
put the phone down, when I start
sneezing. I wonder why do they still
wait to continue talking to me,
under these conditions. Perhaps
they do not know how much
weakness I feel after sneezing six or
seven times in a row, but they still
want to continue, whereas I do not
As I am writing these lines, I
consider myself lucky that as yet I
have not started sneezing. This is
how I am completing this write-up.
In the end, I must say, that I get rid
of this situation in a week when I
use medication, and in seven days
when I do not use medication, it
makes no difference!

Rotary Club of Kyrenia Cosmopolitan are beach cleaning
10.30am until 12.30pm and at
1.00pm refreshments will be
When we go to beaches what do supplied with compliments in the
we find but rubbish left behind by lounge of the Korineum Golf
thoughtless people or rubbish Club.
brought by winds or washed up
Rotary Club of
Kyrenia
on the beach.
Cosmpolitan is helping to keep
It's a never ending issue and this Cyprus beaches cleaner and safer.
Sunday the 8th of April the
Rotary
Club
of
Kyrenia To read more of their activities
Cosmopolitan will be organising a please click below
beach clean up on the beach
opposite to the Korineum Golf
Club, Esentepe.
By Chris Elliott.

This location will be signposted.
The beach cleanup will be from

https://www.facebook.com/RCKyreniaCosmopolitan/
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Ministry of Tourism and Environment inspections
Ataoğlu: "Environmental audit
results from the most intensive
operations. Our planned activities
to restore sustainability in respect of
the environment will continue"
The Ministry of Tourism and
Environment
carried
out
comprehensive
inspections
in
respect of activities found to be
polluting the environment.
As a result of the audits it carried
out in March in order to check the
operation of facilities or activities
based on Environmental Law,
notices
were
issued
to
establishments where violations
were found.
Within
the
scope
of
the
Environmental Law, in the case of
frequent inspections carried out by
the branch units and regional units
in
March,
criminal
penalty
notifications were issued to an
enterprise within the scope of solid
waste in the Girne region, a
warning was given to an operation
within the scope of noise pollution.
District units that have carried out
extensive inspections in the Magusa
region have also given a penalty to
a person who has destroyed Sand
Lilies.
In addition to routine night
inspections, one of the businesses
that had two milk dairy facilities
audited was given a time related
penalty in respect of waste water
filling.
3 treatment plants, 1 recycling
facility, 2 scrap facilities were
inspected in the Guzelyurt area. The
teams that carried out the
inspections applied Cypruvex with
2 minimum wage penalties. During
the inspection 1 person was
penalised for throwing waste at
Güzelyurt Dam.

In addition to routine national
controls, 5 industrial wastewater
treatment plants and 1 domestic
wastewater treatment plant were also
inspected
to
assess
whether
environmental requirements were
being fulfilled.
Vehicle Exhaust Emission Control
Under the Ministry of Tourism and
Environment, 358 motor vehicles were
audited during the inspection of
exhaust
emission
measurements
throughout the country between 19th
and 30th of March. As a result of the
inspections, notices were issued on 26
cars where exhaust gases were found
to be above standards.
Car owners have 30 days to complete
the maintenance and servicing of their
vehicles and have received a written a
notice to apply to the Environmental
Protection Agency.
After the
necessary services have been carried
out, the notice for the drivers whose
exhaust emissions are found to be
sufficient for the after-control
inspection will be invalidated. Drivers
who do not perform their checks and
maintenance will be penalized at the
rate of the minimum wage.
"Our planned activities to restore
sustainability in respect of the
environment will continue"

Tourism and Environment Minister
Fikri
Ataoglu
said
that
"environmental
issues
and
environment control issues, which are
discussed all over the world to
explore possible remedies, are at the
beginning of the most intensive topics
of the countries."

Underlining the fact that planned
activities were carried out to develop
social consciousness in order to
increase
awareness
about
the
environment, Ataoğlu emphasised that
sustainability in all areas of life,
especially in tourism, would only be
possible in a healthy environment.

Ataoğlu emphasized that the disasters
that are happening in the world in
respect of the environment lead to
social sensitivity and consciousness.
He emphasized that the sensitivity to
environmental problems, which is a
disruption of the Earth's balance, is
now more sensitive than in previous
years.

Ataoğlu said that the resources of the
healthy future of the world come from
consciously
acknowledging
the
boundaries of what the planet can
offer, "we shape our politics on the
basis of these facts".
Source: Ministry of Tourism and
Environment
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into Cyprus - walking for peace and reunification
SPORTS

By Margaret Sheard ...
Continuing following Yalçın and
Stavros on their Journey into Cyprus
– East to West for peace and
reunification, we are giving days 9 to
12 of their walk and the last days
when they reach Aphrodite’s Rock,
Paphos will be the finalé next week.
After we met the boys on Day 8 in
Bellapais they continued that day’s
walk to St Hilarion.
Day 9 - Lefkoşa (Nicosia) where
there was a huge crowd of people
waiting to greet them. They must
have felt very emotional as they

arrived at the Home for Cooperation
where there were speeches of welcome
and encouragement. There was folk
dancing and most people joined in to
enjoy the occasion.
Yalçın and Stavros also planted an
indigenous Myrtle Tree at the Home
for Cooperation. The Myrtle Tree has
healing properties and they hope it will
help to heal their beloved island of
Cyprus. The boys said “Thank you to
Australia in Cyprus and High
Commissioner to Cyprus Mr Alan
Sweetman for his support and for
picking up the shovel and digging

with us”.
Day
10
–
Nicosia
to
Kokkinotrimithia. 23.6km – 6 hours
10 minutes. Joined by Matt, Heather,
Olivia, Dimitra, Sophia, and a
Beekeeper friend.
Day 11. Kokkinotrimithia to Flasou.
This was a long walk of 34km which
took 10 hours 15 minutes. The boys
were joined by Nicole Hadjithomas,
who walked 32km with them, Yalçın
commented “She is a brave young girl
with a beautiful soul”.
On arrival in Flasou they were warmly
greeted by the Muhtar of the village
Anthony and Dr. Sami drove all the
way from Morphou to see them with
Ekmek Kadaif and ice cream. There
was a wonderful welcome by Dinos
and friends. This walk was through
endless fields which were showing the
signs of Spring arriving in Cyprus.
Day 12 – Flasou to Pano Amiantos
walking with Amanda, Heather and
Matt. They travelled through beautiful
villages, past flowing creeks and with
good company.
We will continue next week with Days
13 – 16 and the end of this epic journey
for Yalçın and Stavros. What a great
achievement for them. They must have
many memories already from their
walk so far and even more to come
during the final few days of their
journey.

To see more of this incredible journey, visit the following link:
https://www.facebook.com/CyprusEast2West/

ART & CULTURE
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Serkan Ilseven - 6th Solo Exhibition
By Heidi Trautmann ...
www.heiditrautmann.com
Review of exhibition held March
26-31, 2018 at the Atatürk
Cultural Centre in Nicosia.
Serkan Ilseven – 6th Solo
Exhibition ‘Sastruga – Borders –
Immigration’
Assistant Professor Dr. Serkan
Ilseven was born in Cyprus in
1966; he is a multi-faceted
personality with many interests.
Today he is not only the Manager
of the Financial, Technical
Administration in the TRNC
Parliament but also lecturer at
Near East University in the
Department of Environmental
Education. He has written several
books and articles with reference
to environment and geography.
With his 6th exhibition of
paintings we meet the painter
Serkan Ilseven, who gives his
thoughts about ‘Sastruga –
Borders – Immigration’ a body,
makes his thoughts visible. Hidden
in the vividly coloured large
paintings you find those who are
behind bars, limitations, which are

in forbidden zones; there are
donkeys and birds behind fences,
and people, refugees, immigrants,
or also prisoners of restrictive
laws,
fencing
in?
Quite
intimidating, lines of limitations
everywhere.
Serkan Ilseven gave the opening
speech himself and invited HE
Mustafa Akinci to cut the ribbon
and open the exhibition.
Many of his artist friends had
come and his work excited
discussions.
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Friends of the TRNC Emergency Services (112)
News of forthcoming 112 events
received from Mike and Brenda
Plant.
"Next month the 112 Afternoon Tea
will be on Wednesday 11th April at
The Black Olive cafe in Alsancak. A
friendly sociable afternoon with lots
of tasty sandwiches and cakes with
copious amounts of tea or coffee for
only 20TL per person. Our speaker
will be Willy Lindh who will be
speaking about his time here with the
Swedish UN forces during the Cyprus
troubles. Willy has a very interesting
first-hand story to tell about these sad
times here in Cyprus. Places must be
reserved by calling 0533 840 7834.

Then on Friday 13th (fingers crossed)
the Black Olive Cafe and Richard are
mounting one of Richard’s famous
music quizzes in aid of The Friends of
the TRNC Emergency Services
(that’s us!). 30TL per person includes
a delicious supper and lots of fun.
Places must be reserved – you know
how, just see the telephone number!!

Then, the 112 Quiz will be on
Monday 30th April at Acmenya
Restaurant in Alsancak. Only two
rules apply – it’s for fun and
Richard’s answers are the right
ones!! A light-hearted fun quiz with
quirky questions, a delicious chicken
or vegetarian supper and bottles of
wine for the winning team.

You will be interested to know that
we have informed Girne Hospital that
we have another 10,000TL for them
and we are waiting for them to let us
know what equipment they would
like us to purchase for them.
Watch this space!"

Teams can be made up of any
number of people due to the 112
unique bonus/penalty system which
makes if fair. Places at 25TL must
be reserved by calling the number
shown.

REMEMBER: The equipment you help to buy today could save your life tomorrow!

Phoenix Line Dance Club - End of an Era
By Margaret Sheard ...

This is what Steve has said:

We were surprised and sorry to hear
that not only are Steve and Denise
Bisson giving up their line dancing
and classes, but will also be leaving
North Cyprus to return to Guernsey.

"The end of an era, that’s what
everyone is saying! Yes, the day has
finally come for us to give up teaching
with Phoenix LDC, but we will carry
so many wonderful, happy memories
to wherever life leads us next.

They have given a lot of thought to
this decision and feel this is the right
time to have a change of direction in
their lives.
The Phoenix Line Dance Club have
been appearing at the many festivals
held around North Cyprus, for many
years, and have always been very
popular at these events.
The line
dance classes have also been so
popular and well attended. I admit to
having tried but was defeated, I think
having 2 left feet didn’t help!!
I
would have loved to master the art of
line dancing but, unfortunately, it was
not meant to be. Thank you Steve and
Denise for trying though.

Memories of teaching more than 800
different dances at venues such as;
The Dome Hotel, Green Valley
Restaurant, Açmenya Restaurant,
Koca Reis, Almond Holiday Village,
The Jam Bar, Mountain View Hotel,
The Black Olive Café, Korineum Golf
Club, The Secret Town Café, and who
could forget the social nights at the
Pia Bella Hotel, amongst other
places, where Simon Burridge came
to perform for us.
During our nine years with Phoenix
we have made so many friends and
met with a tremendous number of
people. All that is left now is to say a

very big, heartfelt thank you to all
Phoenix members, past and present,
for your support, and your friendship,
we will miss you.
Steve & Denise"
A video of a line dance class held at
Korineum Golf Resort can be seen on
the following link.
http://youtu.be/W09iKA8iCAE
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Roots Bar - 2nd Annual Dog Show - Hope4Pets
By Margaret Sheard ...
We had hoped to visit the fun dog
show in aid of Hope4Pets and
EFRAR which was held at Roots
Bar in Kucuk Erenkoy on Sunday
1st April, but unfortunately we had
another pre-arranged venue to
attend.

“Thank you to Roots Bar for
hosting the 2nd Annual Dog Show
today (1st April). Thank you to
Caroline Griffith, Gill Moon, Ivor
Moon for organising the lovely
day and thank you to Brian
Thomas for expertly judging on the
day. Thank you to Sarah
Heffernan, Barbara Burton and

Karen Lain for manning our
membership and Bric a Brac stall.
It was a lovely day and H4P are
extremely grateful for everyone
that helped and for all the lovely
owners and their even lovelier well
behaved dogs that turned up to
support H4P and EFRAR”.

However, we would like to thank
Stephanie
Harrison-Croft
of
Hope4Pets for the use of
information and pictures from her
Facebook page.
The event in aid of both Hope4Pets
and EFRAR (Tulips) was this year
again a huge success with 2220TL
being raised from the dog show and
raffle and the two charities each
received 1110TL.
Following is Stephanie’s vote of
thanks to the organisers and
participants, who all had a great
time and enjoyed the day.

Roots Bar - 2nd Annual Dog Show - EFRAR
By Sue Steel – EFRAR
Organising Committee 2018 ...
The sun shone as the second
annual Roots Fun Dog Show took
place on Sunday, 1st April at
Roots Bar in Küçük Erenköy.
Seven categories were on offer for
rosette positions; Best Small Dog,
Best Medium Dog, Best Large
Dog, Golden Oldie, Musical Sit
and Waggiest Tail. An eighth
category, just for fun, was the
Sausage Catching competition.
Judge for the day was Major
(Retd) Brian Thomas BEM who
also judged the 2017 show. He
said: “It was a pleasure to help out
on the day, it is always a lot of
fun.”

Most of the dogs were rescue
dogs from KAR or former street
dogs, all now enjoying a totally
different life with their owners
and there were dogs of all shapes
and sizes entered into the various
competitions.

and gave a significant financial
contribution. The raffle and the
chance to guess the number of
dog biscuits in the jar added to the
fun and the amount of money
raised for animals and cancer
patients.

Mary Watson, Chair of EFRAR
2018, who entered her two dogs
and walked away with two
rosettes said; “We were delighted
to join with Hope4Pets for the
second annual Roots Fun Dog
Show. As last year, the event was
really well organized, well
attended and well supported by
Roots Bar who provided a BBQ

Our thanks must go to Gill and
Ivor Moon and for all their hard
work in organising the show,
Caroline Griffith who organised
the show categories and was in
charge of registration, to Brian
Thomas for judging, to Roots Bar
for hosting this event once again
and to all the sponsors and helpers
on the day”.

E.F.R.A.R. 2018 supporting Tulips
Raising money for TULIPS (Help Those With Cancer)

CyprusScene.com
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Lurucina 1915 : Murder of a Policeman
By Ismail Veli ....
Lurucina in 1915 was by Cyprus
standards a reasonable sized village.
Apart from theft of sheep and minor
incidents violence was rare, but in
1915 the village was shocked to its
foundation.
A
policeman
posted
from
Evdimou/Duzkaya to Lurucina named
Ibrahim Mulla Halil, was killed after
intervening in an incident between
Seyit Ali and Osman Karaye.
The dispute between the 2 Lurucina
men Seyit Ali and Osman Karaye
started when Seyit Ali suspected that
Osman stole one of his goats. This
was however just a series of disputes
which seemed to have been going on
between the two. Though not unusual
for those days, Osman often carried a
knife which was intimidating to Seyit
Ali. Bumping into each other in the
village centre an argument ensued and
Seyit Ali fearing Osman may stab
him, decided to report Osman to the
village Muhtar (Mayor) Yusuf. The
police were informed that tensions
were high and the situation was one
of concern. Policeman Ibrahim
decided to take the matter in hand,
arriving at the village centre he could
not find Osman but was told by locals
that he had just left. Despite being
cautioned by the village Muhtar to
use caution and let the situation calm
down,
Ibrahim
however
was
determined to find Osman and
confiscate his knife before he
threatened anyone. Together with a
local man Halil Mustafuri decided to
search for Osman and they found him
at the place of the village where
Gulferi the tailor's shop was situated.
The events that followed were to end
in tragedy.
Ibrahim, the policeman, demanded
Osman to hand his knife over. He
refused. Surrendering one's knife in
1915 was considered to be unmanly
and an insult. It escaped Osman that
he was dealing with a police officer
and not a rival. The policeman
advanced to grab the weapon, a

struggle ensued and Osman stabbed
Ibrahim. It was a fatal wound but
apparently hanging on to Osman until
others ran and grabbed the knife from
him. Osman froze in his tracks as
Ibrahim fell to the floor. The
realisation that the policeman was
bleeding profusely from a deep
wound may have made him realise
that he could be facing murder which
at the time carried a death sentence.
It's possible he did not mean to stab
the policeman but in the heat of the
moment and struggle he lost control.
According to Hasan Yucelen's book
''Lurucina 100 years struggle for
existence'' on page 37, a mob
gathered round and wanted to lynch
Osman. The Muhtar (Mayor)
intervened and told the crowd that
there were laws in the country and
only they could determine the
sentence. In the meantime messengers
were sent to the nearby Jewish (3
miles away) Margo Ciftlik (farm)
where a doctor was always on duty.
But in 1915 the time taken to travel
there and back on a mule took ages. It
turned out to be a fatal period.
Ibrahim died from loss of blood.
Simultaneously extra messages were
sent for police reinforcements in order
to arrest and deliver Osman to the
central authorities who at the time
were British.
Osman was tried for murder. His
father spared no cost, and even sold
some property in order to save his
son's life. Eventually Osman was

found guilty of manslaughter and
sentenced to 20 years in prison. On his
release he returned to Lurucina only to
find that the whole village shunned
him. He decided to emigrate to
Antalya, Turkey. He never returned to
his homeland and saw his life out in
Antalya where he died.
Reports in the local media found in the
national archives have shed some light
on the events but the 2 papers found
gave slightly different versions to the
tragic events of Ibrahim's killing. The

incident however has not been
forgotten by most old timers of
Lurucina. As with most things related
to old time stories however there are
contradictions and even possible
embellishments.
The archive and written reports are as
close as we are likely to get to the
truth. Only the circumstances are
slightly different however, the result of
the fateful event is something all agree
on.

Nicosia Courthouse during British rule

Policemen of the period

Lurucina location of Gulferi the tailor's shop
Picture courtesy of Hussein Selim.

Newspaper reports of the
murder in Lurucina
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27th March was World Theatre Day at ESK

By Peri Sualp...
Last week was an important date for
all of the theatre world and theatre
lovers as 27th March was World
Theatre Day. In my school - English
School of Kyrenia (ESK) - theatre and
therefore acting and drama is highly
valued.
Every year there are several theatre
plays and musicals which are staged in
ESK. As a person who is in love with
acting I am in a drama club in addition
to our drama lessons within the
curriculum. Last week we did pop-up
performances all week long to the
school which was very educative and
entertaining to us as club members and
also to the other students in the school.
We have couple of valuable drama
teachers at ESK and I thank them for
all the things they teach us and for
applying innovative drama in our
school. I also specially thank Ms Oya
Akin, the Drama Coordinator, for the
time she spent with me for an
interview. Here is some information
about her and her opinion on theatre.

Drama Club” leaders Ms Taner and I
wanted to give our students a glimpse
into various World Theatres... We
explored the roots of theatre which
actually started as Storytelling... We
looked at African and Aboriginal
storytelling rituals and also worked on
a Frantic Assembly “Chair Duet”
sequence which we then performed on
various days (and in different spaces)
Peri: How do you feel about acting throughout the week.
and performing an act?
Oya Akin: Theatre is a passion for me, Peri: What is world theatre day and
a journey I started 18 years ago as an why is it celebrated?
actor and to which I added teaching 8 Oya Akin: 27th March World Theatre
years ago..
is celebrated all over the world. “Since
.
1962 World Theatre Day has been
Peri: How do you feel when you're celebrated by ITI Centres, ITI
acting?
Cooperating
Members,
theatre
Oya Akin: I love acting... but what I professionals, theatre organizations,
especially love is the process of theatre universities and theatre lovers
creating a character, getting to know all over the world on the 27th of
the character; the obvious “character March. This day is a celebration for
building” questions of who, where, those who can see the value and
when, how, and then the more detailed, importance of the art form “theatre”,
even endless questions: ‘what do they
and acts as a wake-up-call for
like’, ‘what don’t they like’, ‘what do
they fear’, ‘what do they hope for’ etc.

throughout the week.
Peri: What is world theatre day and
why is it celebrated?
Oya Akin: 27th March World Theatre
is celebrated all over the world. “Since
1962 World Theatre Day has been
celebrated by ITI Centres, ITI
Cooperating
Members,
theatre
professionals, theatre organizations,
theatre universities and theatre lovers
all over the world on the 27th of
March. This day is a celebration for
those who can see the value and
importance of the art form “theatre”,
and acts as a wake-up-call for
governments,
politicians
and
institutions which have not yet
recognised its value to the people and
to the individual and have not yet
realised its potential for economic
growth.”
Peri: What do we do on that date?
Oya Akin: The tradition of 27th
March World Theatre Day is that all

Peri: What does drama teach you?
Oya Akin: Drama teaches me about
myself,
about
others,
my/our
weaknesses and strengths... teaches me
how to work with others, explore and
create together... to understand and
accept... to build and grow.
Peri: Why did we do the pop-up
performances last week in ESK?
Oya Akin: As the “World Theatre

Ms Oya Akin, the Drama Coordinator

governments,
politicians
and
institutions which have not yet
recognised its value to the people and
to the individual and have not yet
realised its potential for economic
growth.”
Peri: Why did we do the pop-up
performances last week in ESK?
Oya Akin: As the “World Theatre
Drama Club” leaders Ms Taner and I
wanted to give our students a glimpse
into various World Theatres... We
explored the roots of theatre which
actually started as Storytelling... We
looked at African and Aboriginal
storytelling rituals and also worked on
a Frantic Assembly “Chair Duet”
sequence which we then performed on
various days (and in different spaces)

over the world, theatre groups and
companies
open
their
doors/performances to the public
free of charge... Theatre for all...
and lots of performances and
theatre plays actually premier on
the 27th...
Peri: Why?
Oya Akin: Why not!
Peri: If you could describe
DRAMA in one word, what would
it be?
Oya Akin: Lifestyle... Passion!
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Great photographers of the Ottoman Empire : Part 4
Polycarpe Joaillier 1848-1904
By Ismail Veli ...

His photos ranged from scenic,
historic and religious buildings,
Palaces and above all photos of
Middle Eastern natives. Following
the death of Sébah Pascal in 1886
he teamed up with Jean Pascal the
son of the legendary Sébah. The
partnership which was called
Sébah & Joaillier went on to
become one of the most successful
and famous photographic studios in
the Ottoman Empire. They were
also the official photographers of
the Ottoman Sultan.

In 1889 The German Emperor
Kaiser Wilhelm II with his wife,
the queen Augusta Victoria, were
on a state visit to Constantinople.
Sultan Abdul Hamid II, greeted
them as friends. The photographers
during their visit were Sébah &
Joaillier. The visiting Royals were
so impressed they awarded the
partners ''The Prussian Palace
award for Photography''. This
became the studio's most prized
gift for excellence. Sadly Sébah
Pascal was not alive to witness this
great achievement by his young
son and his partner, but must have
been looking down from heaven
with a smile at the amazing
photographic quality he taught his
son.

I particularly think their amazing
photos of local and upper class
people during the period 18901900 have left us a clear vision of
the way of life, dress, costume,
poverty and wealthy individuals
that give us an insight into
conditions of Ottoman life during
the period in question.

In 1901 the Sultan honoured the
Kaiser by naming a fountain at the
Sultan Ahmet Mosque ''The
German
Fountain/or
Kaiser
Wilhelm Fountain''. It was actually
built in Germany but brought to
Turkey by ship and inaugurated on
27th January on the Emperor's
birthday. The photographers for the

Polycarpe Joaillier a French
photographer was based in
Constantinople. He was one of the
most diverse photographers in the
Ottoman Empire.

Polycarpe Joaillier

Sebah & Joaillier

Sebah & Joaillier

Coffee House. Istanbul 1885. Polycarpe Joaillier

Sebah & Joaillier
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continued .... Great photographers of the Ottoman Empire : Part 4
Many of the postcards and photos
of the studio at the time have been
reprinted time and again. On my
last visit to the Istanbul Grand
Bazaar, I explored the book
market just outside the bazaar, to
my delight I found some delightful
books of Ottoman photos, and
reprints of the cards by Sébah &
Joallier. On first inspection I
thought the cards may simply be
imaginary glimpses of old
Constantinople. The reason was
because there were many buildings
with French and English posters.
After closer study and a little
research I discovered that many of
the foreign shops doing business in
the part of the city called Kadikoy
were in fact an amazing array of
internationally owned and racial
diversity which clearly reflected
the massive multicultural nature of
the city.
The Sébah & Joallier
partnership though successful only

lasted for 10 years. Joallier
returned to Paris in 1900 and sadly
died soon after in 1904.
Many
famous
images
of
Constantinople
which
many
tourists buy in the form of
postcards today have their origins
in the amazing work that the
Sébah & Joallier partnership
produced. The Galata Bridge, Agia
Sofia, Dolma Bahce, Kucuksu
Kasri, the Bosphorus to name a
few. Sadly many people today do
not know the origins or the history
of these great men. But with the
growing influence and readily
found information on the internet
the awareness and legacy of these
great photographers will no doubt
continue to help raise awareness.

A shop in Istanbul. 1884

That at least is one positive aspect
of the internet.

Coffee House. Istanbul 1885.

Sebah and Joaillier

A Post card of the photo studio of Sebah & Joaillier
Sebah & Joaillier
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KAR cat neutering project
At last KAR has managed to
employ the services of a qualified
Vet to work solely for three days a
week at our Vet clinic in the KAR
office premises in Karakum.
This is a huge benefit to the
numbers of street animals we are
able to neuter - as we previously
had been controlled by the
veterinary costs imposed in using
the private sector. We would like to
thank the Veterinary Association in
helping us to find a suitable
qualified Vet who is able to join
our team.
KAR are expanding their Cat
Neutering Programme and offering
free neutering for any street/feral
cats.
Some important facts - A female
can produce 3 to 7 kittens every 4
months and a female cat can
become pregnant as young as 5
months old. 1 Female + 1 Male
cat x 7 years = 420,000 offspring.
All cats that we neuter will have
the tip cut off their left ear which is
an International sign that they have
been neutered. All cats must be
from the streets and must not have

No owned cats will be neutered.
Whilst being neutered the cats will
also be given treatments for
internal parasites and health
checked. If any are found to have
any health problems they will be
given treatments accordingly by
our Vet.
KAR has a very experienced Cat
Catching Team and specialist
equipment for catching feral cats.
From our office in Karakum we
will be running an equipment loan
scheme and for a returnable
deposit we will loan out and give
instructions on the use of traps and
baskets.

Individuals who are feeding small
numbers of street cats will be
encouraged to catch them and bring
them into the clinic at Karakum for
a pre booked appointment on an
arranged day and will be asked to
collect them later that same day.
They will be asked to keep them
overnight in a quiet, dark area in
their travel boxes until releasing
them the following morning.
KAR will only return cats to an area
that they have been removed from.
If there is a cat problem reported
and there is a request that the cats
be removed KAR representatives

groups or individuals to contact us
to see how we can help them.
Whilst we advertise that this is a
free service we do ask for
donations towards our costs to run
such a programme.
These
donations will be aimed at the
programme costs for medications,
Veterinary wage, replacement of
equipment, cleaning supplies,
utilities, running of our vehicle etc.
All of which are essential in order
to run a successful neutering
programme. We do not ask for a
particular amount but ask for a

We will depend on the public to
inform of us of any large colonies
of cats in their area. A report will
be made to include an idea of
numbers of cats and some other
information, in particular the name
and contact details for whoever is
feeding this group would be very
helpful.
Our cat catching team will arrange
a date to visit to collect the cats.
They will be kept overnight to
recover following the operation
and will be returned to the same

will visit and talk through the
problems and give help and advice
on how to overcome particular
problems.
KAR have neutered over 9,000 cats
in the last 16 years. We feel this has
made a big impact in the population
of street cats in the Girne area but
there is still a great deal of work to
do. We are offering help and advice
also to other areas if we can ask

donation of whatever the person or
group can afford to give.
These street cats are part of the
integral part of life here in the
TRNC and belong to the
community as a whole. It is every
person’s responsibility to love and
care for all living animals.
Between us we can and will
make a difference!!!
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The Leisure Line
Be in the Spot Light!

Dominic Holmes at Al Shaheen , Karakum

Would you like your event pictures shown in our
Leisure Line. Please email them with a description
and phone number to:
kyreniacommentator@cyprusscene.com
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In the Spotlight!

It was a Happy Birthday at Al Shaheen, Karakum

WOW, what a big party night: pictures courtesy of Al Shaheen, Karakum

LEISURE LINE

LEISURE LINE
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In the Spotlight!

Hati Gűrbűz with Andy Reay at the 14th Birthday Celebration of Hati's Cafe in Esentepe.
Entertainment by Brian Delaney

A great time was had by all at Hati's Cafe at the 14th Birthday Bash. Read all about it in this week's
CyprusScene.com Enewspaper on page 26.
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Forthcoming Events

LOCAL NEWS

PUZZLE CORNER
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CyprusScene : Trivia and Sudoku
Politicians
1) Who became British Prime Minister in 1783 in his 25th year?
2) Which former British Prime Minister died in1986 at the age of 92?

Record Labels
1) Which label shares its name with a famous Hollywood tower?
2) Who founded Reprise records?

Famous Europeans
1) Who led France in the 1998 World Cup?
2) Which Spaniard wrote “Don Quixote”?

Transport
1) Who built the first tunnel under the River Thames?
2) What was Don Quixote’s faithful horse called?

Michael Caine
1) Which American actress starred with Caine in “Alfie”?
2) With which young British actor did Caine share a London apartment
in the 1960s?

French Revolution
1) Which general put an end to the French Revolution?
2) Where was Marie Antoinette imprisoned before her execution?

London
1) Who founded the London Library?
2) Who built the Tower of London?
Parks
1) Which group had a hit with “Parklife”?
2) Who designed Central Park?

Grid No. 39

Commentators
1) Who said “They think it’s all over”?
2) Who is famous for his sheepskin coat?
Artists
1) Which Dutch painter’s real name is Jerome van Aken?
2) What did Michelangelo paint on the ceiling of the Sistene Chapel?

Grid No. 40

Answers on page 25
No cheating !
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North Cyprus Events Calendar
7th April to 20th April 2018
A list of events you can look forward to in North Cyprus. For those charity fund-raisers, venues etc. who would like to include an event in the
Weekly Events Calendar, contact Chris or Margaret at cyprusscene.com.
The Events Calendar is published on cyprusscene.com website every week on Thursday so please try to submit information you would like to
be included by Wednesday each week.
at Golf Club at 1pm. Bin bags will be provided. If
you would like to join in the clean up please bring
gloves and wear good footwear.
Let’s keep the
beaches of North Cyprus clean!!

7th April – Saturday - Football :
Dumlupinar v Çanakkale (L1) at Gazımağusa
Dr Fazıl Küçük Stadıum Kick off 4pm.
Maraş v Lapta (LI) at Maraş Stadı, Famagusta.
Kick off 4pm.
Türk Ocak v Ozanköy (SL) at Girne 20
Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadı. Kick off 4pm.
8th April – Sunday - There will be a craft fair
at The Courtyard in Karakum - 11am to 3pm.
Home-made produce, gifts, painted tiles,
Cyprus photographs, jewellery, handbags and
more.
8th April – Sunday - Football :
Tatlisu Hosk v Ortaköy (BTM W) at Dr Ali
Özsöy Stadı, Bellapais. Kick off 1pm.
Dipkarpaz Türk v Dörtyol (BTM R) at
Dipkarpaz Stadı. Kick off 2.30pm
Mağusa Türk Gücü v Doğan Türk Birliği (SL)
at Gazımağusa Canbulat Stadı. Kick off 4pm.
L. Gençler Birliği v Küçük Kaymakli (SL) at
Iskele Cumhuriyet Stadı. Kick off 4pm.
Tatlisu Seracilar v Geçitkale (BTM R) at
Rauf Raıf Denktaş Stadı, Tatlisu. Kick off 1pm
Karaoğlanoğlu v Karşiyaka (BTM W) at
Karaoğlanoğlu Orhan Dural Stadı. Kick off
1pm.
8th April – Sunday - Rotary Club of Kyrenia
Cosmopolitan will be doing a beach clean up in
the Esentepe area (beach opposite Korineum
Golf Club) 10.30am to 12.30pm. Refreshments

13th April – Friday - Black Olive Cafe,
Alsancak will be having a Charity Music Quiz
(with Richard) in aid of Friends of the TRNC
Emergency Services (112) at 7pm. 30TL
includes a delicious supper.
To book call
9th April – Monday - RBL quiz at Jessics Bar, 0533 840 7834.
Lapta starting at 7.30pm, compered by Brian
Thomas. 5 fun rounds for 5TL entry fee and one 15th April – Sunday - EFRAR – 2018
game of “Stupid Bingo” for 10TL with a line, full Esentepe Fun Run and Ramble at Sea Magic
house and jackpot. To book call Mo at Jessics on Park, near Esentepe. Sponsorship forms are
0542 855 8589.
now available.
Contact keithrickman99@gmail.com.
9th April – Monday - Football :
Girne Halk Evi v Esentepe (L 1) at Girne 20 17th to 28th April - Paper Touch – exhibition
Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadı. Kick off 7pm of paper art at the Sol Atelier and Exhibition
(floodlight match)
Hall, Lefkosa. 13.00 – 18.00.
Yenicami v Binatli (SL) at Lefkoşa Atatürk
Stadıum. Kick off 7pm (floodlight match).
19th April – Thursday - Classic film event at
The Food Lodge in Catalkoy in association
11th April – Wednesday - Friends of the TRNC with the DVD Shop, Catalkoy. Starting at
Emergency Services (112) will be having their 5pm you can enjoy White Nights (1985) ....
months Afternoon Tea and Talk at The Black Olive 12TL for the film, a soft drink and popcorn.
Cafe, Alsancak at 3pm. The speaker will be Willy There are also hot dogs and nachos
Lindh who will be talking about his time with the available........ Reservations must be made
Swedish UN forces during the Cyprus troubles. - call 0533 839 8764
20TL to enjoy the talk, tea/coffee, sandwiches and
cake. To book call 0533 840 7834.
20th April – Friday - RBL Quiz Night at the
Olive Press, Lapta at 7.30pm. Compered by
12th April – Thursday - Classic film event at The Brian Thomas. 5TL entry and 10TL for a
Food Lodge in Catalkoy in association with the game of Stupid Bingo. To book your team call
DVD Shop, Catalkoy. Starting at 5pm you can 0533 880 1196
enjoy Shenandoah (1965) .... 12TL for the film, a
soft drink and popcorn. There are also hot dogs
and nachos available........ Reservations must be
made - call 0533 839 8764.
12th April – Thursday - Quiz Night and Karaoke
at The Venue, Turtle Bay, Esentepe at 8.30pm.
5TL per person. To book teams call 0533 884
9816.

More information for the Esentepe Fun Run on 15th April can be found on our website on
the following link :
https://cyprusscene.com/2018/03/20/esentepe-fun-run-and-ramble-2018/
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6th April - 12th April 2018

Here are the answers to Sudoku on page 23
GRID No 39

GRID No. 40

Here are the answers to the Trivia Quiz on page 23
Politicians
1) William Pitt the Younger
2) Harold Macmillan

Record Labels
1) Capitol
2) Frank Sinatra

Famous Europeans
1) Didier Deschamps
2) Cervantes

Transport
1) Sir Marc Isambard Brunel (father of Isambard Kingdom Brunel)
2) Rozinante

Michael Caine
1) Shelley Winters
2) Terence Stamp

French Revolution
1) Napolean Bonaparte
2) The Conciergerie

London
1) Thomas Carlyle (In 1841 waited for 2 hours for a book at the
British Library)
2) William the Conqueror in 1066

Commentators
1) Kenneth Wolstenholme
2) John Motson

Parks
1) Blur

Artists
1) Hieronymus Bosch
2) The Last Judgement

How did you do?
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Hati's Cafe - 14 year celebration
By Margaret Sheard ...
This was the first time I had visited
Hati’s Cafe in Esentepe. As it was for
her 14 years celebration, Hati had
invited many people to join her on 1st
April to celebrate the occasion which
was very special to her.
There were around 60 people who
joined Hati for a wonderful buffet
lunch and Brian Delaney treated us to
some lovely easy listening music
during the very relaxed afternoon.
Sets of 3 different quiz sheets were
handed out and that kept the guests
very occupied with the different sets
of questions and we passed these
around between us to complete where
we could. A very nice way to bring
people together, chatting about the
answers.
Also at the birthday
celebration were Hati’s very good
friends Elhamiye and Tűner Tanisay,
who are like family to her and this is
included in the information about
Hati, shown later in the article.
Hati was very busy with the food
preparation when we arrived and
when we moved inside later to help
ourselves from the buffet there was a
huge array of lovely food – salad
items, quiche, borek with different
fillings, chicken kebabs, sautéd
potatoes, so much more to choose
from, and following this there was a
table laid with delicious desserts.
As usual there were some familiar
faces and others we did not know and
as we were sitting at a long table with
others we were able to make the
acquaintance of some of the people
we had not met before, which is
always nice.

of Hati – Elhamiye and Tűner Tanisay
who owned the petrol station in
Çatalköy and wanted to open a small
cafeteria as part of their operation.

Also helping Hati was Andy Reay
who is becoming a very popular
entertainer around the island. We
were a bit intrigued and were told
that Andy had come to North Cyprus
for a week’s holiday in 2017, he met
Hati and basically the rest is history
as he decided to return and stay, so
they now have a relationship. What a
nice thing to happen for them both.
Here is a little background
information about Hati who has
worked so hard to achieve what is
now a lovely rural cafe in a quiet area
of Esentepe.
Hati Gűrbűz was born in 1974 in
Turkey, of Turkish parents who came
to live in North Cyprus in 1975
where they settled in the Esentepe
area. They were given a house which
needed a lot of work, Hati’s father
completed restoring the building and
eventually was able to buy this and
the land surrounding it from the
Government. The adjacent property

had just walls standing and this also was
re-built and completed by Hati’s father.
In 1995 Hati married and moved into
the house, she had one son and now has
1 grandson.

Hati told us she had started to learn to
cook when she was 8 years old and has
a passion for food and cooking, so she
offered to cook and run the cafeteria
for Elhamiye and Tűner, who were so
kind to her and who she has always
looked on as her family.
This
continued for 4 years and was a very
significant part of Hati’s life.

Sadly in 2004 Hati’s marriage came to
an end.
In 2004 after losing her job, during the
next 4 months she had difficulty in
finding another job, when she
eventually found a position this also did
not work out. There were good friends

In 2007 Hati started a small cafe from
her house, gradually building up the
business and getting everything
organised she eventually opened as
Hati’s Cafe on 13th April 2008, which
is now very successful. As well as
Turkish cuisine and mezes, Hati also
offers vegetarian and vegan food
options.
A few days after the birthday
celebration we called by to say hello to
Hati and there was a local ladies
sewing group enjoying a get-together
at Hati’s Cafe, sitting under the shade
of the covered terrace area.
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Motorcycle Drag Racing at Tatlisu
By Ahmet Abdulaziz...
The TRNC Motorcycle drag
championship season got started at
the Tatlisu track on 1st April 2018.
The event has been organised by
the Turkish Cyprus Motorcycle
Organisation.
Under the sponsorship of Tatlisu
Municipality, Lungo Cafe and
Güven Insurance, the participants
contested on the GeçitkaleEsentepe-Tatlisu track.
In total 39 contestants exhibited
their control over the wheels,
which was thoroughly enjoyed by
the enthusiasts of the race. Two
contestants from the Greek part of
Cyprus also participated.

Ogün Özgeçen received the first
place in the 600cc-750cc standard
section, whereas İsmail Qamar
received the top position in the
600cc-750cc M1 category. Ahmet
Bağrıaçık attained the top position
in
750cc-1000cc
category,
whereas Hasan Solakay won the
1000cc+M1 category.
Kyriakos Gavriel, from south
Cyprus, won the 1000cc+M2
category.
The Mayor of the Tatlisu
Municipality , Mr.Hayri Orcan,
distributed the prizes to the
winners at the end of the day.

Near East College sweeps
Badminton Championship
By Ahmet Abdulaziz..
The Near East College swept
through the national inter-schools
badminton championship, both in
boys and girls categories,
organised by the Ministry of
Education recently.
The tournament which was
organised at the Atatürk Sports
Centre Lefkoşa was the venue
where the overall supremacy of
the
College
teams
were
established by the fact that their
boys team did not lose a single set
in the whole tournament. The
girls team lost only one set,
throughout the tournament.
The boys team of the Near East

College
exhibited
sweeping
supremacy, by defeating Polatpaşa
Middle School, Bayraktar Türk
Maarif College, Doğa College and
The English School, by securing
all 5 sets against all. None of the
above opponents could score a

single point against them.
The Near East College girls team
defeated Bekirpaşa Middle School
5-0, The English School 5-0, Doğa
College 4-1 and Bayraktar Türk
Maarif College 5-0, in succession.

The Near East College badminton
team will be participating in the
Inter-middle School Badminton
Championship
of
Turkey,
scheduled to be held in Manisa in
the month of May.
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Sports Quiz : 5 questions and this weeks
"Stinker"

By Richard Beale.
Shown here are 5 Sports questions on the
subject “SPORTSMEN IN POLITICS

Question 1. Who was the former Captain of Pakistan Cricket team, this all rounder played County
Cricket for Worcestershire and Sussex. In 1996 he entered into the world of Pakistan politics.

The answers will be found page 30 of this
weeks Enewspapers. The answer to the
“Stinker” question will appear in next week's
Enewspaper.

Question 2. This middle distance and 800m runner won 4 olympic medals (2 golds). He served as
a Conservative MP between 1992-97. He was later knighted for his services to Athletics.
Question 3. He was Mr Universe in 1967 and became a household name as an action hero in
countless action films. Later became Governor of California.

Good luck and no cheating!
Question 4 In 1985 he became the youngest World Chess champion, and is stll regarded as the
greatest Chess player ever. Entered politics in 2005 and continues to be a “thorn” in Presidents
Putin side.
Question 5 This dashing England former cricket Captain, played County cricket for Sussex. He
retired from mainline cricket in 1968 following a serious car accident. He was a scratch golfer,
pilot and crime novelist. Contested against Jim Callahan (Cardiff SE constituency) in the 1964
General Election but was soundly trounced.

This weeks STINKER:

Question: Which 6 Dutchmen have scored Premier League hat tricks ?

The answer will be in next weeks Enewspaper

Last weeks STINKER:

The question was, in the 1981 film ESCAPE TO VICTORY, which actor played in goal for the
Allied POW team and which actor Captained the team.
Answer: SYLVESTER STALLONE and MICHAEL CAINE.
The second part of the question was much, much harder the film producers used the services of
Ex- Professional footballers to help create the football match. Can you name as many as you can ?
(clue – There was around 11 players, including some foreign players).
ANSWERS : PELE, BOBBY MOORE, MIKE SUMMERBEE, JOHN WARK, OSVALDO
ARDILIES, RUSSELL OSMAN, PAUL VAN HIMST, KAZIMIEREZ DENYA being the
more well known players. Also played were lesser known Ipswich Town players, Kevin
O’Callaghan, Laurie Sivell and Robin Turner.
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Football Roundup Results for 31st March and 1st April

By Richard Beale
In the Girne “Derby” Türk Ocak
provided the sursprise result
beating their local rivals Doğan
Türk Birliği 4-1. Bottom but one
Yeni Boğaziçi held leaders
Yenicami 0-0..
.

.
K-PET
SUPER
LEAGUE
GOALSCORERS
.
30
JOHN
EBUKA
OKOYE
(Yenicami)
29 Uğur Naci Gök (Küçük Kaymaklı
– 2 goals this weeken
JOHN EBUKA OKOYE
K-PET LEAGUE 1
Leaders Esentepe were hammered at
home 4-0 by promotion rivals
Hamitköy. Another promotion hopeful
Girne Halk Evi also suffered a setback
losing 3-0 at Doğancı...
ÜĞUR NACI GÖK
K-PET LEAGUE 1 LEADING
GOALSCORERS
25 ÖZGÜR ONGUN (Hamitköy
below left) - 2 more goals this
weekend.
18 Şenol Hızlıoğlu (Girne Halk
ÖGÜR ONGUN
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Fixtures for this Weekend April 7/8/9.

By Richard Beale...

BEYLERBEYİ

The following are “selected
fixtures” for the coming weekend.
Venues are chosen near possible
Expat locations.

DİPKARPAZ

Pick of the “selected fixtures”
must be in Girne on Saturday,
when Turk Ocak face Ozankoy in
a “derby match”. In the same
Stadium on Monday night under
floodlights there is an important
League 1 clash, when promotion
hopefuls Girne Halk Evi face
Leaders - Esentepe.

FAMAGUSTA

GIRNE

ISKELE
KARAOĞLANOĞLU

ABBREVIATIONS : SL (Super
League), L 1 (League 1), BTM W
(BTM League White Group),
BTM R BTM League Red Group.

LEFKOŞA
TATLISU

Sun Apr 8
BTM W
Sun Apr 8
BTM R
Sun Apr 8
SL
Sat Apr 7
L1
Sat Apr 7
LI
Sat Apr 7
SL
Mon Apr 9
L1
Sun Apr 8
SL
Sun Apr 8
BTM W
Mon Apr 9
SL
Sun Apr 8
BTM R

TATLISU HOSK v ORTAKÖY
Dr Ali Özsöy Stadı – ko 1-00pm
DIPKARPAZ TÜRK v DÖRTYOL
Dipkarpaz Stadı – ko 2-30pm
MAĞUSA TÜRK GÜCÜ v DOĞAN TÜRK BİRLIĞİ
Gazımağusa Canbulat Stadı - 4-00pm
DUMLUPINAR v ÇANAKKALE
Gazımağusa Dr Fazıl Küçük Stadıum – ko 4-00pm
MARAŞ v LAPTA
Maraş Stadı- ko 4-00pm
TÜRK OCAK v OZANKÖY
Girne 20 Temmuz Mete Adanır Stadı – ko 4-00pm
GİRNE HALK EVİ v ESENTEPE (floodlıght match)
Girne 20 Temmuz Mete Adanir Stadı – ko 7-00pm
L. GENÇLER BİRLİĞİ v KÜÇÜK KAYMAKLI
Iskele Cumhuriyet Stadı – ko 4-00pm
KARAOĞLANOĞLU v KARŞIYAKA
Karaoğlanoğlu Orhan Dural Stadı- ko 1-00pm
YENİCAMİ v BİNATLI (floodlıght match)
Lefkoşa Atatürk Stadıum – ko 7-00pm
TATLISU SERACILAR v GEÇİTKALE
Rauf Raıf Denktaş Stadı – ko 1-00pm

Sports Quiz Answers
Questions on Page 28
Answer 1

Imran Khan.

Answer 2

Sebastian Coe.

Answer 3

Arnold Schwarzenegger.

Answer 4

Garry Kasparov.

Answer 5

Ted Dexter.
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Last gasp equaliser denies Tatlisu a win
TATLISU SERACILAR SK 1 KUMYALI SK 1
By Richard Beale...
Sunday April 1st : BTM League
Red Group : Raif Rauf Denktaş
Stadı.
A 95th minute equaliser by Umut
denıed Tatlısu the chance of
recording their first win of the
season. This was a meeting of the
bottom two Clubs a “6 pointer”
which Tatlısu must win if they
would stand any chance of
avoiding the drop to the BTM
League 2. So near and yet so far.
The match played on a brilliant
warm Sunday lunchtime attracted a
fair crowd considering this was a
clash of the bottom two Clubs.
Kumyalı settled the better of the
two teams and created chances in
the opening exchanges of the first
half, after only 5 minutes play a
Yekta cross from the right was
headed inches wide by the Kumyalı
Captain Ismail.
The same two players combined
well again and it took a brave d
save by Tatlısu keeper Kurşat
diving at the feet of Yekta.
Kumyalı were slowly turning the
screw as Tatlısu struggled to get
any meaningful attack going.
In a rare breakaway attack Tatlısu
had the best chance of the match,
when a Talha cross from the right
found the unmarked Musa ,but the
Tatlısu player must have been
surprised to be such a good
position with having the goal at his
mercy he shot wide from only a
few yards out.

Another bad day forTatlısu
Kumyalı continued to look
dangerous, Oğuzhan was put
through but shot wide and then
Tatlısu keeper Kurşat bravely
dived at the feet of Ufuk.
Tatlısu were fortunate to go into
the break on even terms but they
did and were still in the game.
HALF TIME SCORE : 0-0.

The red mists descended on
Tatlısu in the 77th minute when
Talha who had already been
booked,
lost
his
rag
understandable so as he should
have been awarded a free kick
after being fouled, it wasn’t and in
his frustration committed a
needless challenge and was red
carded.

Straight from the kick off Kumyalı
were on the attack with Kurşat
parrying a Umut shot which
Oğuzcan sent the rebound wide.

In the 84th minute another Tatlısu
breakaway ended with Asil
sending in a powerful shot just
over the bar.

Tatlısu countered attack in the 52
minute when a great ball from Asil
put through Talha on the right, but
his shot was brilliantly saved by
the Kumyalı keeper Edim.

Tatlısu now sensing a win for the
first
time
were
defending
desperately at times as Kumyalı
threw players forward.

Right out of the blue in the 63rd
minute, Tatlısu scored, they had a
3 on 2 situation but looked like
they
had
squandered
the
opportunity until Serkan passed to
MUSA some 35 yards out who
looked up and sent in a tremendous
shot into the net past a helpless
Edim 1-0.

In injury time Yekta had a shot
brilliantly turned onto the crossbar
by Kurşat
.
Right at the death a long cross to
the far post by Yekta was heading
in by UMUT to break Tatlısu’s
hearts. FULL TIME SCORE :
1-1.

SUMMING UP : To be honest
Tatlısu were lucky to come away
with a point, relegation now
seems inevitable. Without a Coach
and barely having enough players
to pick a team from its been a very
tough and traumatic season for
Tatlısu. In this match Kurşat in
goal, Captain Murat, Musa and
Orhan all played well. BARIŞ
YILMAZ at the heart of the
Tatlısu defence was immense and
was their best player. Tatlısu fight
on but the hangmans”s noose is
getting tighter.

NEXT TATLISU MATCH
Sunday 8th April ko 1-00pm
Home match at:
Tatlısu Raıf Rauf Denktaş
TATLISU SERACILAR v
GEÇITKALE
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The Wheels are coming off for Esentepe!
ESENTEPE KKSK 0 HAMITKÖY SK 4
By Richard Beale...
Kemal. 0-4
Saturday March 31, 2018 : K-Pet
League 1 : Esentepe Erdal Barut
Stadium.

It could have been 5 in injury time
when the marundering Özgür in
search of his hat trick raced on
unchallenged to a through ball only
to be thwarted by a brave diving
save at the striker's feet by Kemal.
FULL TIME SCORE : 0-4.

Two matches ago we could have
sung:
Four Wheels on my Wagon
The pack are chasing me
But I don’t care we just keep
rolling along
Now after two successive heavy
defeats maybe the lyrics could be
changed to :
2 wheels on my wagon
The pack are still after me
We're just limping along
With 5 matches remaining Esentepe
are still League leaders, but their lead
has been cut now to 1 point, as
Gonyeli are now putting on the
pressure. Girne Halk Evi also suffered
a shock 3-0 defeat at lowly Doğancı.
Mormeneske beat promotion rivals
Maras 1-0 to go into 3rd place, 7
points behind Esentepe.
Given Esentepe's catastrophic injury
and suspension problem a defeat
against Hamitköy was not totally
unexpected. What did surprise me
was the manner in the way they were
defeated. It was only 2 weeks ago the
team were playing with “swagger’,
confidence and a never say die
attitude. All that now has seemed to
evaporate as the team is struggling to
cross the finish line.
Before the match started I thought I
was at the wrong match as many of
Esentepe Under 21 team were
warming up. With such a small squad
Coach Davut Kansu had no option but
to name 6 of 7 replacements with no
first team experience.

Esentepe just cannot get the ball!
Esentepe were thoroughly outplayed
by an experienced and confident
Hamıtköy team, at times it
resembled “men against boys”. The
match was even for the first 30
minutes, but after that Hamıtköy
went through the gears and it ended
as a very one sided contest.
Esentepe only had two chances in
the whole match, the first came in
the 33rd minute when following an
Ismail Aslan free kick from the right,
Esentepe Captain Başak got in a
powerful header that was brilliantly
tipped over the bar by goalkeeper
Tolga. The only other chance fell to
substitute teenager Mustafa Günlü,
who was in a good position after
being set up by Başak in the 82nd
minute, but the youngster screwed
his shot well wide.
The warnings for Esentepe were
there in the 35th minute when
following a miss headed backpass by
Hasan, Toykan broke away and his
shot rebounded off Esentepe’s left
hand post.
37 Mins : The warning was not
heeded when TOYKAN, was set up
after a fine move by the visitors and
he shot past Kemal. HALF TIME
SCORE : 0-1

The second half was virtually all
Hamitköy with the League’s leading
goalscorer Özür Ongun who was
well marshalled in the first half
finding more space as Esentepe left
gaps at the back in search of an
equaliser.
62 mins : In another quick break
Thfan and Hüseyin exchanged
passes and set up ÖZGÜR ONGUN
who had time and space to control
the ball and shoot pass Kemal. 0-2
72 mins : Esentepe's Hasan lost
possession outside their box
Mahmut Yumuşak squared the ball
across to ÖZGÜR ONGUN who
was brought down by goalkeeper
Kemal. The League's leading
goalscorer put his 25th goal away
with the resulting penalty. 0-3.
By now the majority of the good
size crowd had seen enough and
were heading for the exit
.
Esentepe’s heads had dropped and
they had completely lost their shape
and to rub more salt into the
wounds Hamitköy scored a fourth
goal in the 85th minute through
substitute MEHMET GÖRELI who
unmarked on the right cut inside
past Şahin and curled a shot past

SUMMING UP : Esentepe have just
over a week to recover and get this
match out of their system. Their next
match is a crucial one under
floodlights on Monday April 9th,
away to Girne Halk Evi. The two
suspended players Nersin and Eser
will be available, but they will be
without their only “flair’ player
Ismail Aslan who picked up his 4th
yellow card of the season. Ismail and
once again teenager Yakup were the
pick of a struggling home team.
Coach Davut picked the strongest
experience starting eleven that was
available to him, but Esentepe are
now counting the costs on having
such a small squad.
It's not all doom and gloom, 5
matches left 2 more wins will
guarantee us promotion. Even one
win and a draw will just about get us
over the finishing line.

NEXT ESENTEPE MATCH
Monday 9th April ko 700pm at Girne 20 Temmuz
Mete Adanir Stadium
Girne Halk Evi v Esentepe
KKSK

